Schemes
and Aﬃnity

At BLW, we have extensive experience in the
arrangement of bespoke covers for trade and
sporting associations, professional bodies and
other affinity groups.
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Our experienced team will review your specific, and often unique,
requirements, carefully selecting an insurer partner who will be able
to provide the individual and bespoke covers you require.
We will support you through the whole process to ensure that your
members are provided with covers that meet their specific needs.
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If you’re looking for a broker to create a solution
specific to your requirements, call us on:

+44 (0) 1702 543 306
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BLW Insurance Brokers Limited (BLW) is a
registered Lloyd’s broker. Regional brokers and
direct commercial customers work with us when
they need bespoke risk transfer solutions for their
complex insurance arrangements.
Established in 1971, BLW has
been trading for 50 years and
remains independent, owned by
our working directors.

Our customers
and partners
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We are passionate about
providing a professional, agile,
and personal service for our
broker partners and direct
commercial customers. If you’re
looking for a trusted broker
to create and tailor a bespoke
policy to satisfy your specific
business requirements, then
you’ve come to the right place.
We recognise the benefits
of developing and nurturing
enduring relationships with
customers, insurers and
brokers and we collaborate
with carefully selected partners
to offer all classes of liability,
commercial, property and
associated covers, along with
sport and leisure insurance and
marine insurance. All tailored to
our clients’ individual needs.

Innovation

As a fully accredited Lloyd’s
broker BLW has direct access to
a unique pool of underwriting
expertise in the Lloyd’s global
marketplace. This enables us to

use our specialist knowledge to
locate the best underwriters and
negotiate the most favourable
contractual terms for our
customers, bringing world-class
support to our network.
Combining our expertise in
niche products, sectors and
regions allows us to identify
and develop new products in
partnership with Lloyd’s, as well
as with the major composite
insurers, underpinned by our
customer-first approach.

Claims

A delayed claim settlement
can damage your reputation
and have a detrimental effect
on your business relationships.
At BLW, you can trust us to
provide you with quality advice
and continued support while
handling your claim as smoothly
and efficiently as possible with
our insurer partners.
For larger losses, we appoint
our nominated loss adjusters on
the first date of our notification
of the loss to liaise with all
parties involved. Their aim is to
streamline the claims process
and to provide regular updates
where appropriate, keeping
matters as stress-free as possible.
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